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SMITHFIELD RULES IN PLAY FOR GOOD
November 10, 2009 by JoLynne Lyon
Are you smarter than a fifth grader?
A ten‑year‑old and his friend founded the "Smithfield Rules" Play for Good team. Stephen and Tyler recruited at least one more blockbuster
player and went on to lead the rest in correct answers, racking up more than 22,000 points so far this week.
The online Play for Good game was developed at the CPD. It will funnel sponsors' money to programs that support people with disabilities
and their families. It allows people to choose their difficulty level and answer questions about science, nature, sports, analogies, spelling and
math. The game tallies points and ranks players, and it has brought out the boys' competitive side.
Stephen learned about Play for Good from his dad, who works at the CPD. Soon he was so hooked he started passing promotional "Have
fun, help out" cards to his fellow students, and he and his friend Tyler started their own team.
They also served as consultants to Bryce Fifield, the CPD's director who launched the concept and manages Play for Good. "We told him
how we liked the game, what other stuff he could put on it," Stephen said.
Their fee was pizza.
As for their playing ability, time will tell if they can hang onto their lead, but for now: Smithfield Rules.
Stephen is co‑founder of the "Smithfield Rules" team.
